STAR FISH
(USE PINK FLANNELETTE)
Embroider a mouth onto one piece.
Sew around edges, with right sides together, leaving a gap under one arm.
Clip edges, turn right side out, stuff well into points. Sew up side using ladder stitch.
Add the eyes.
JELLYFISH
(USE PINK FLANNELETTE)
Sew a running stitch around the edge of body piece. Draw thread up to create a ‘bag’, stuff, draw
thread tight. Add an embroidered mouth. Add the eyes.
Sew a running stitch around the edges of collar piece, pull up tight, flatten and sew to body (just
in the centre) raw edges together. (No stuffing required.)
Using pale pink dk yarn, knit 110 rows on a knitting dolly and cast off. Do this four times.
Secure yarn ends to ensure the knitting will not unravel and push ends of the yarn into the centre
of the rolls using a knitter’s (or yarn) needle.
Secure the mid point of each roll to the underside of the collar in a cartwheel fashion to create the
eight legs.
SEAHORSE
(USE ORANGE FABRIC AND ORANGE FELT FOR MANE AND EARS)
Sew around edges of fabric pieces, with right sides together, leaving a gap for the mane.
Clip seams, turn right way out.
Stuff, pinch mane between folded in edges of back of neck, pin and sew into place.
Embroider on fin detail with orange thread.
Pinch together bottom of ears and sew into place. Add the eyes.
MOUSE
(USE LIGHT BLUE OR GREY FLEECE OR FUR FABRIC)
Sew centre seam of front between dots.
Using white embroidery thread or fine wool, sew 3 loops onto cheeks securing each bottom of
loop to the seam inside (otherwise whiskers will pull out easily when cut).
Sew ankle darts on bottom of legs.
Make tail by curling round fabric and sewing along length.
Sew centre seam of back between dots poking tail through where base of spine would be and
securing end of tail into the seam with many stitches (tail should poke out the right side).
Sew around side seams leaving a gap in one side. Clip seams, turn right side out.
Sew across base of ears. Sew or glue pink circles of felt to front of ears.
Stuff mouse and sew up side using ladder stitch.
Sew a pink bead or small button onto the tip of nose. Or for a very small child over-sew pink
embroidery thread or yarn many times onto the point of the snout to make a nose.
Cut the white yarn loops to make the whiskers. (Six on each cheek.)
Add the eyes.

